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1991 Year-End Bla-Bla 
BY MICHAEL VENTURA 

CLICHE OF THE YEAR/ 'There wasn't 
anything or anybody that ovetshaelowect the 
poser of telenanon this rear' o the kited of 
sentence chat cut be read denote anywhere 
throe days. An odd contemporary tic: television 

green the credit for [1,2113 we won 
tekusun. What'. forgotten in that emote like 
C.olumbui serfage, the French Resolution, 
Napoleon'. wart, the diucreery of gold in 
California, the compeutiont between the great 
clipper Mira, our own Civil War, the outbreak 
of World War 1, the Russian Revolution, Pearl 
Harbor — to name a few — provoked the 
people of their worlds every bit as much as the 
Gulf War and the collapse of the USSR affect 
ea 

A mtme of worldwide import and 
participation it nothing new. In 1917 Randolph 
Bourne wrote of 'these claw of international 
economic depende-nce, of inextneably 
interlacing COMMUMfalapita and financon 
obligations.' You can find similar satements 
going back at least 200 years. Events on the 
wale of the diwolouon of the Soviet Cubit are 
felt pi...mouth throughout a civilisation. and 
always have been. Our forms foe feeling this 
have changed. but not the fact of the feeling. 

When even small cities had several 
newspaper., this waspn as wur for event. like 
courtroom truth, When the great. film clown 
Fatty Arbuckle was accused of rape and trawler in 1921, the 'Cabe of public participation 
and social Impact (his trial became the excuse for the lint serious censorship of 
was every bit a. traumatic for the country as the Hill-Thomas hearings or the rape oral of 
William Kennedy Smith, And to aunt that the assassination of Abraham Lincoln was felt 
less as a collective, shared bun than that of John F. lisintedy berran an ignorance that a 
days reading could remedy, I don't mean to rnmsmite the mum of our year as events; I 
onls mean to put teleation its permestisc. 

Telunalon has, of coone, erumformed the puliuul promo. More profoundly, it has 
changed the way people vend Men lune, and no change cook! be more important than 
chat, for that's not alma ht mey. that is history. But we become eter more lost when we 
beliete our world is drastically different In waist that it is not 

This year hut seen one new way to use the power of television,-  and it hasn't received 
much coverage: In dtmottown Retook, the police hare placed hidden TV cameras that 
pre a complete view of the 'teen, which are monitored all day and night by hicideti 
policemen. Measure the lost of tour freedoms by the ease with which this hideous 
development has been accepted_ 

ANOMALY OF THE YEAR: Whether or not you agree with Oliver Srane's JFE,It it 
an incredibly brave piece of wort Given that Stone believes his own theories. he had to 
know the forret that would stir against him and ha filen, and to have considered the 
pus/ability of danger to himself. I Respect the only reason. or the underlying reason, he 
got it made was that moues have become so trivialized that neither the government nor 
the audios rake them scrimp:1y — until (for their purpose:LI it's two late. The studio 
doesn't want to alienate a director or a star (Kenn Couneel who's capable of generanng 
Academy Awards, so they give the go-ahead; nobody in Washington's paying attention. to 
preaaure isn't exerted while it could stall he relator* onobtrustve, By the time the 
picture's in pmcluctson, Me studio can't afford the wands) or the financial lose of 
scuttling the project. 

So the most volatile pertinent film in Hollywood's history squeaks through, gem made, 
gnu Wen. That's Part I of the anomaly. 

Part 2 to when TER was murdered, The New York Tows. the L.A. nem the Washington 
Prot ewe. Snoweett and the TV networks were at least Al powerful as, if not more 
powerful thus, they an now. Yet they didn't cover the actual utetweigation of Kennedy', 
death with anything like the emerge with which they're cowering dm movie. In fact. they 
barely covered the investigation at all. They also neglected to scrutinize the Warren 
Commission'• findings and the House subcommittee it-lye:rogation with anything 
resembling the time, space or portion they are devoting to a movie ahem these things. 

This fact alone ineltrates that the powers that be have us enormous amount to hide 
— and gives more credence in Stone's thrones than anything actually in the film. 

MOST DEPRESSING FACT OF THE YEAR: Doting the Gulf War, polls showed that 
Affirriflita oyervheltrungly approved of the Pentagon's press tenon-My — we even 
thought that our timid. curtailed media had gone too furl The people wanted unto 
know, wanted whatever pacifying pap the government could dish out, wanted not to be 
rrspontible. wanted not to care — wanted, in short. not to be governed. but to be ruled. 
nitro trends reverse, we are about to leant the difference 'between the two, and learn rot 
the hard way. 

BEST POLITICAL SPEECH OF 1991 OR 
ANY OTHER YEAR OF MY LITE Mario 
Cuomo's statement and quesaturould.answer 
penod when he declared, two weeks ago, he 
would not run for the president., 1 had the 	4 
iphi sensation of assume to voce for Cuomo. 
and then the echo-sensation of realizing that. 
in the 25 'tiara Eve been of voting age. I've 
never wanted to vole for anyone elle, that I've 
cared Instead with filaaftlat Oc at btit. 

trepithulun. Wanting some particular 
Individual to be president nasals unEamiliar 
'lunation. 

1 have no false nostalgia for the C.ony, 
r 	presidency that might have been. Presidents 

are imprisoned by their office and their puny, 
and iht, would be as true of CUOMO as of 
anybody. But as Ezra Pound noted long ago, we 
are governed by tnealit of language. The wry 
way the presidency, an an office, has route to 

peak is a model of Jargon and entsion — you 
can't tell the truth in the language George 
Bush taws. and that's why he and dte others 
toe it Whatever Preaeleot Cuomo might have 
done, I mils what he would have mid. 

BET GIVE THE DEMOCRATS THIS:The 
DCMCK-fit> have at least presented an 
Interesting spectrum of one subspecies of 
humanity, the aucemitil white male. I can't 
imagine anyone wanting any of them to he 
president but I can imagine voting for any of 
them (that is, if I vote — which. unless Cuomo 
aarnehow nins. is unlikely). Bob Kerrey has 

little to my and says It bully, but at far he has my hsprathenral and perhaps even my 
actual vote, because maybe we deserse a president who has killed, with his own hands, 
human beings with whom he had no personal beef, simply because someone told him 
to. It would be interesting to have the opportunity to watch a man who Irma mob that an 
public office. 

At the other end of the spectrum is Martin Antgar. If a candidate blue Martin Amstar 
didn't exist. someone would have to OtyCflt him. He was working as a bus boy at the 
Ambassador Hotel the night Robert Kennedy was killed. Thu experience has somehow 
driven him to want to be president, which makes Anger, too, a figure l afield like the 
opportunity to contemplate at length. 

Sill Clinton would be flay to watchpas to we when {it's not a matter of nr) he'd 
lose control. ..And Paul Tsong-as, with tut undeniable sincerity and his endearing Elmer 
Fudd delivery, might give the presidency something ten never had gentleness (The 
'gentle' Jimmy Carter in fact began the arms buildup credited to Reagan.) I could math 
presidential gentlnnese for a long same As fin-  Jerry Brown — at least you never know 
what he'll say next and there', something to be said for that (With Tom Harkin. you 
Wood know what he'll say next, and there's nothing to he said for that.1 And then 
there's that guy from San Diego whom even the LA. %rah doesn't cover, whom somebody 
ought m watch, 

So much for the white spectrum. The candidate of color, Governor Douglas Wilder, 
campaigns on the fact that he balanced the budget of Vitginsa Didn't Michael Dukakis 
toed to say thump like that 

BEST MOVIES: You could pare down a lot of 10 Best Into by asking. 'Which films of 
'91 do I want to see at least twice more before I elle:,  For me. there were three Thelma 
es' Gomm and Diode Runner The Derwiort Cot, both by Ridley Scott. and The Cnounalmenca 
which I still can't believe was directed by Alan Parker. who's never made another movie 
I'VE liked at all. 

BEST BOOKS: A venation on the time question. 'Which hooks of '91 will 1 reread? 
Which are on my permanent shelf'  Again there are three My favorite la Th., Beat of the 
Wet An AtuXolog, of acme Wrinng burn the Atiun*elen Rim Edited by Tony Hillermaa tiro 
a brilliant mosaic of all the behaviors and perceptions that made our West what it cra-
w/me it rugs was Then there's IgniDeadi:,to Ears &whim .14yesso. by Walter Mosley 
Not onht is Mo.ker the hest hang practitioner of 	firuno. Ile'. one of the heir-dozen 
contemporary American novelists worth mar time. And finally. there's The Caupef 
.Arrortitng input. A Haw Tram:mum and Guide in ffis &smiled Tmehwyp for Miele'," and 
fAsberhetena by Stephen Mitchell. Mitchell's translations of the Text T. Chug and the Book 
of Job are widely regarded us masterpieces: thin book it even more valuable. Because we 
live in a civilisation based on a 'wilted compromise oilcan' teachings, this very credible 
account of what Jesus may have ne-Molly and ie a small but potent antidote. 

AS POE MUSIC... American mode, as it's practiced over the media, se by and for 
kids. Nothing wrong with that, except that all ages have their wogs, and in this culture 
nu one much over 51 gets tong to by what they call 'the music industry,-  S. I was 
especially grateful for Robbe Robertunc, Setewrille. the musk of a tough middle-aged 
gut — especially the hoe that anomie who's still a kid will conic to experience one nay, 
"We grow tip at 'lowly and grow old so Ent' In 
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